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a b s t r a c t
Pure hexagonal aluminum nitride microbelts have been successfully synthesized by directly reacting AlCl3
with NaN3 at low temperature under the condition of non-solvent system. The reaction product (graywhite powder) is characterized by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM), the result
reveals that the product has a long curling belts morphology with the length of several micrometers. The
results of both electron diffraction (ED) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) indicate that the AlN microbelts have
a pure hexagonal monocrystalline structure with slight curling. A room temperature photoluminescence
spectrum (PL) of the synthesized sample shows an emission peak at 422 nm. The growth mechanism and
photoluminescence spectrum of AlN microbelts are discussed.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As one of the III nitrides, AlN possesses a direct band gap of 6.2 eV
[1], which is close to that of an insulator. Its resistivity (>1011  m) is
very high, while its dielectric constant (8.6) is very low. Due to these
properties, AlN is ideal for use of electronic substrate material and
integrated circuit packaging material [2]. It has high thermal conductivity (320 W m−1 K−1 ) [3], which is three times as high as that
of Al2 O3 which is of the highest value among the ceramic materials ever found, and it has low coefﬁcient of thermal expansion
(4.3 × 10−6 K−1 ), so AlN can be used to solve the problem of thermal matching between the substrate and the semiconductor, and
the cooling problem of high power electronic devices caused by the
integration and micromation [4]. AlN can form ternary alloys AlGaN
and AlInN with Ga and In, and their band gap can be controlled
from 0.7 eV to 6.2 eV, so they are very suitable for the fabrication of optical detectors covering the range from infrared to UV.
AlGaN and AlInN can also be used in pressure sensors, thermal
radiation detectors, ﬁeld effect transistors [5,6] and catalysts in
chemical reactions [7]. Due to its excellent optical and acoustic
properties, AlN can also be used for surface acoustic wave devices
as well [8]. Recently, though randomly oriented AlN nanowires
[9–11], nanotubes [12] and well-aligned nanowires [13] have been
fabricated, and aligned AlN have been synthesized using anodic
alumina membrane templates [14], fabrication of high-quality and
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well-aligned AlN nanowire arrays are still difﬁcult compared to
the similar system of GaN nanowire arrays [15]. AlN nanowires,
nanotubes and microbelts are promising materials in future application.
AlN is traditionally synthesized by ion beam evaporation [7]
and direct current electric arcing. In these procedures, aluminum
is compelled to separate from its precursor under extreme conditions, and then reacts with ammonia or nitrogen [6,16]. Another
approach to synthesize AlN is to separate carbon from hydrocarbon,
and then let it react with Al2 O3 in ammonia or nitrogen environment at high temperature (>1600 ◦ C) for several hours [17].
Under high pressure (>1000 atm) and high temperature (>1900 ◦ C),
AlN is also successfully synthesized by reacting aluminum powder with atomic nitrogen or NaN3 [18]. However, the equipments
used in the above methods are expensive, and the experimental
condition is relatively severe and difﬁcult to achieve in most laboratories.
2. Experimental details
AlN microbelts are synthesized in a stainless-steel autoclave in the absence of
solvent or any catalyst. Anhydrous AlCl3 and NaN3 are put into the autoclave under
a dry and pure nitrogen environment, and then the autoclave is put into a furnace
to heat. The reaction temperature is controlled at 450 ◦ C and kept for 24 h, then the
autoclave is taken out of the furnace and cooled naturally down to room temperature. The by-product NaCl and other impurities are removed by de-ionized water,
and then the product is dried. The gray-white powder is the ﬁnal product in the
experiments. The product is examined by High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscope (HRTEM, JEOL, JEM-3010), electron diffraction (ED, JEOL, JEM-3010), Xray diffraction (XRD, JEOL, XRD-7000S, Cu: 1.5405620 Å), and photoluminescence
spectra (PL, Ocean Optics, HR2000), respectively.
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Fig. 3. XRD pattern of AlN: the calibrated peaks indicate that the material has a
hexagonal monocrystalline structure.

Fig. 1. HRTEM pictures of AlN microbelts. The inset ﬁgure is the ED pattern of the
microbelts, which indicated that the microbelts are monocrystalline.

3. Results and discussion
The product is examined by HRTEM (see Fig. 1), the photo shows
that most of the sample exhibit the morphology of long curling
belts without branches. The surface of the belts is smooth and relatively uniform without any deposit. The length of most of the
microbelts is several micrometers. Besides these microbelts, there
are some long straight nanowires, as indicated by ‘A’ in Fig. 2.
The diameter of the nanowires ranges from 40 nm to 60 nm, and
their length is also several micrometers. The inset in Fig. 1 is the
ED pattern of the AlN microbelts, which shows that the microbelts are monocrystalline growing along the [0 0 0 1] direction. The
product is examined by XRD, and the result is shown in Fig. 3.
The sample is ascertained to be h-AlN with lattice constants of

Fig. 2. HRTEM pictures of AlN microbelts with accompanying long straight-wire
morphology nanowires, as indicated by ‘A’.

a = 3.109 Å and c = 4.979 Å compared with the standard XRD patterns.
The above method to synthesize AlN microbelts is based on
the metathetical reaction of AlCl3 and NaN3 . In the experiments,
the reaction temperature is controlled at 450 ◦ C, which is higher
than the sublimation temperature of AlCl3 (177.8 ◦ C) and the chemical decomposition temperature of NaN3 (330 ◦ C) [19–21]. Because
the binding energies of AlN and NaCl are higher than those of
AlCl3 and NaN3 , AlN and NaCl are more stable than AlCl3 and
NaN3 . Therefore, the reaction in experiments must tend to produce AlN and NaCl. NaCl is relatively stable and does not participate
in other reaction again, it will crystallize to form micro-crystals
during the cooling process and then is ﬁltered out as the byproduct.
With regard to the growth mechanism of h-AlN, there are
several hypotheses, such as “vapor–solid” [22], “liquid–solid”,
“vapor–liquid–solid” [23]. The AlN is very possibly synthesized via
“vapor–solid” mechanism in the experiments. Because the NaCl
melting point (801 ◦ C) is much higher than the reaction temperature (450 ◦ C), the liquidization is impossible. When the reaction
temperature reaches up to 330 ◦ C, AlCl3 will sublime before NaN3
starts to decompose, meanwhile the extricated neutral nitride and
sodium atoms will generate, so AlN is likely to be synthesized via
“vapor–solid” mechanism. When the reaction temperature reaches
the setting value of 450 ◦ C, the above reaction should end at a
certain time. The produced AlN, NaCl and other little residual
matter exist as micro-crystals or molecular clusters, and spread
in the high pressure environment which consists of N2 and N
during the latter 20 h. The temperature is kept at 450 ◦ C and
these AlN molecular clusters combine to form crystal nuclei or
molecular chains, and these molecular clusters grow up to microbelts abiding by the preferential selection mechanism. Because
the orientation of the nuclei is stochastic, the orientation of the
microbelts is also stochastic. Meanwhile the molecular chains combine with each other and condense to form whiskers and zones.
Whisker/whisker, zone/zone, and whisker/zone have mutual interactions and combine to form thin ﬁlms with large areas under the
high temperature and high pressure. Some ﬁlms become curled
under internal stress.
Fig. 4 shows the photoluminescence spectra of the synthesized sample at room temperature, which has an emission peak
at 422 nm. In the experiment, the photon energy of the 355 nm
laser (exciting light) is below the band gap (6.2 eV) of AlN, so the
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Fig. 4. PL spectrum of AlN at room temperature.

purple emission cannot be excited in the experiment. The observed
emission peak may be caused by deep level defects, such as oxygen impurities, aluminum vacancy and antisite defects of N and Al
[24–27].
4. Conclusions
Hexagonal monocrystalline h-AlN microbelts have been successfully synthesized through direct reaction of anhydrous AlCl3
and NaN3 at low temperature of 450 ◦ C for about 24 h. This
is a simple method and the ﬁrst time to synthesize hexagonal
monocrystalline AlN microbelts since nanometer AlN whiskers
were synthesized by Wu et al. in 2004 [28]. It is more important that
the growth mechanism of AlN nanowires and microbelts is probably “vapor–solid” hypotheses. The PL spectra are also discussed, and
the emission peak may be caused by oxygen impurities, aluminum
vacancy and antisite defects of N and Al.
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